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We study the thermal coupling potential between a Sodium Alanate tank and a High-

Temperature PEM fuel cell using a heat transfer fluid to redirect a fraction of the thermal

power produced during normal fuel cell operation towards the walls of the metal hydride

tank in order to maintain hydrogen desorption. The remaining thermal power is then

rejected to the environment by introducing an appropriately adjusted excess of air directly

to the fuel cell cathode. Assuming a typical tubular geometry for both the metal hydride

tank and the fuel cell, we propose a generic physical model that accounts for heat transfer

in all the components of the integrated system (fuel cell, metal hydride tank and heating

jacket), as well as H2 desorption kinetics and flow in the tank. Based on this model we study

the dynamics of the coupled storage/usage system in terms of H2 pressure in the tank and

temperatures in the tank and the fuel cell. Focus is primarily placed on the parameters that

lead to steady-state operating conditions (i.e. the flow rate of air towards the fuel cell and

the velocity of the heat transfer fluid in the heating jacket), with respect to the electrical

power of the fuel cell.

Copyright © 2015, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
Introduction

Among the main technological and economic challenges that

have to be addressed to enable the widespread use of

hydrogen-powered devices and vehicles is the need for com-

bined improvements in both fuel cell (FC) and H2 storage

technologies to bring closer to reality the development of cost-

effective, integrated storage and usage systems. The

materials-based hydrogen storage tanks that have been

developed so far are mainly based on metal hydrides (MHs)
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due to their increased gravimetric/volumetric capacity, as

well as their stability, in some cases, over longterm cycling

[1,2].

Hydrogen storage in MHs is an exothermic process that

produces significant excess heat (in the range of 20e80 kJ/mol

H2 for common materials), as atomic hydrogen is bound

chemically into the bulk of the material. Unless this produced

excess heat is removed, it leads to increasing tank tempera-

tures that eventually satisfy the activation energy barrier for

desorption. As such, the material can no longer absorb more
ished by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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hydrogen resulting in incomplete fillings. The design of effi-

cient cooling systems for MH tanks is thus a crucial factor in

order to take advantage of the maximum storage capacity of

thematerial [3]. Hydrogen desorption, on the other hand, is an

endothermic reaction that requires sufficient heat fluxes to be

provided to the MH tank in order to maintain the desired

desorption mass fluxes needed to run a FC.

Recent studies have investigated the possibility to develop

integrated, thermally-coupled MH tank/FC systems, where

the thermal power produced in the FC during H2 oxidation

(that would be otherwise rejected to the environment) is

redirected towards the MH tank in order to sustain H2

desorption without the need for external heating sources,

thus significantly increasing the overall system power effi-

ciency. These works focus primarily on the thermal coupling

between Proton Exchange Membrane FCs (PEMFCs) with low-

temperature AB2 and AB5-type MHs (with low H2 capacity)

using convective heat transfer (air-cooling) and natural con-

vection [4e6]. Other studies have addressed the problem of H2

desorption from MgH2 tanks, that offer increased storage ca-

pacity at the cost of very high desorption temperatures,

heated by either the combustion of unused H2 off-gas [7], or

radiation from the external walls of a Solid Oxide FC (SOFC) [8].

A limited amount of research has also been devoted to the

experimental study of the thermal coupling of High Temper-

ature PEMFCs (HT-PEMFC) with complex hydrides, such as

sodium alanates [9,10].

These studies have demonstrated that the dominant heat

transfer mechanism in such coupled systems strongly de-

pends on both the typical operating specifications of the FC, as

well as the thermodynamic stability (through the associated

enthalpy for H2 desorption) and the desorption kinetics

(through the activation energy) of the MH used. The typical

operating temperature of a FC, Tfc, is primarily a function of

the composition of the ion conducting membrane that sepa-

rates the anode and cathode porous electrodes and the basic

electrochemical reactions occurring at the Membrane Elec-

tron Assembly (MEA). In the case of PEMFCs, for example,

where the electrodes are separated by a thin proton con-

ducting membrane, e.g. Nafion, optimal power production is

obtained in the range 50 �C < Tfc < 100 �C. For SOFCs on the

other hand, themembrane is composed of a ceramicmaterial,

conducting oxygen ions at temperatures well above

Tfc > 600 �C. This wide range of FC operating conditions has a

profound impact on the selection of the MH component for

the coupled system.

Apparently, the MH for the integrated system should be

selected so that it bears both sufficiently fast desorption ki-

netics at a temperature several degrees lower than Tfc, but also

a sufficiently high pressure Van't Hoff plateau, so that the tank

satisfies the inlet H2 pressure requirements for normal FC

operation. In addition care must be taken to attain the

required heat fluxes to maintain steady state desorption

conditions. The latter is proportional to the H2 desorption

enthalpy of the MH and the H2 mass flux required from the FC

specifications. For the case of lower temperature PEM fuels

cells (Tfc < 100 �C), convective air cooling can be used to

remove excess FC heat and maintain constant desorption

rates at the MH tank [6]. For higher temperature applications

though, using e.g. HT-PEMFCs, where the humidified exhaust
gases act as a strong oxidizing agent for the metal parts of the

integrated system, thermal liquids can be used instead for

more efficient heat transfer [3].

In the present work, we address the latter case, where a

HT-PEMFC is thermally coupled with a medium temperature

MH tank, containing Ti-doped sodium alanate (NaAlH4). This

is considered a prototype H2 solid-state storage material [11],

after the pioneering work of Bogdanovi�c et al. [12], demon-

strating that it can reversibly store H2 in the technologically

favorable range of moderate temperatures below 160 �C. Since
then, sodium alanate has been the subject of intense research

which allowed the design, construction and testing of real

alanate hydride storage tanks up to kg-scale using different

well-characterized forms of the material (catalyzed, com-

pacted, mixed with conduction enhancers etc) [11,13].

A material like sodium alanate can be ideally combined

with a HT-PEMFC, that exhibits distinct advantages over

classic PEMFCs, namely lower activation overpotentials, bet-

ter electrochemical kinetics, improved water management

and higher quality of exhaust thermal power due to its

increased operating temperature range, 110 �C < T < 180 �C
[14,15]. In our approach we propose a configuration where the

thermal power required for H2 desorption in the sodium ala-

nate tank is provided from theHT-PEMFC using a heat transfer

fluid that flows in a closed-circuit between them. The excess

heat is recovered from the FC by air-cooling the FC cathode

with an excess of air [16]. Assuming a typical tubular geometry

for both the MH tank and the FC, we solve numerically a

physical model that accounts for heat transfer in all the

components of the integrated system and H2 desorption ki-

netics and flow in the tank.
Integrated system design

We consider a tubular sodium alanate tank with an inner

radius R ¼ 0.05 m and variable length L [17,13]. The tank is

surrounded by a heating jacket with thickness, d ¼ 0.01 m,

where a commercially available transfer fluid (Downtherm T

by Dow Chemicals) is flowing normal to the axial direction of

the tank (cross-flow). The thermal fluid redirects the heat

produced in a HT-PEMFC towards the walls of the sodium

alanate tank in a closed-circuit configuration, as shown in

Fig. 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that the FC has

also a typical tubular geometry with the same dimensions as

the MH tank. We note here that the generic physical model

presented below can be applied tomore elaborate and realistic

system designs.

We assume that a fixed H2 molar flow rate, _nH2 , is extracted

from the MH tank (by imposing an appropriate boundary

condition at the MH tank walls) and is then supplied to the FC

anode through a thermally insulated pipe at the current

average temperature of the tank, TMH, which is a dependent

variable in our study. At the same time, air is introduced at the

cathode of the FC at environmental temperature, Tenv, and at a

fixed flow rate, _na ¼ _nO2 þ _nN2 ¼ 2:5b _nH2 , where _nO2 , _nN2 are the

molar flow rates of O2 and N2, respectively, and b � 1 is the

excess of injected air flow. For b ¼ 1 the reactants are in

stoichiometric proportions. The excess of air provides a direct

method for controlling the operating temperature of the FC by

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.186
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Fig. 1 e Schematic of the thermally-coupled closed-circuit

system. Both the sodium alanate tank (top) and the High-

Temperature PEMFC (bottom) are considered tubular with

the same diameter. H2 is desorbed from the tank at a fixed

mass flux, _nH2 and an average temperature TMH, and is

supplied to the FC anode. Part of the thermal power

produced during H2 oxidation is recovered from the heat

transfer fluid that flows in the surrounding heating jacket

and redirected to the tank to maintain desorption. An

excess of air, b, is injected to the FC cathode in order to

recover the remaining thermal power and maintain a

steady state operating temperature.

Table 1 e Physicochemical system properties.

MH tank: sodium alanate and bed properties [26,23,27,22]

Pure sodium alanate density, rs1,sat 1240 kg/m3

Molecular weight, Ms1 54 kg/kmol

Specific heat capacity of bed, Cpb 1075 J/kg/K

Thermal conductivity, Ks 0.5 W/m/K

Bed permeability, k 10�8 m2

Bed porosity, ε 0.5

Enthalpy of desorption for Step 1, DHs1 37 kJ/mol H2

Entropy of desorption for Step 1, DSs1 122 J/K/mol H2

Enthalpy of desorption for Step 2, DHs2 47 kJ/mol H2

Entropy of desorption for Step 2, DSs2 126 J/K/mol H2

Activation energy for Step 1, E1 105.85 kJ/mol

Reaction rate prefactor for Step 1, A1 5.41 � 1010/s

Activation energy for Step 2, E2 91.50 kJ/mol

Reaction rate prefactor for Step 2, A2 3.41 � 108/s

Hydrogen properties

Density, rg PgMg/RT

Viscosity, mg Sutherland formula

Molecular weight, Mg 2 kg/kmol

Enthalpy of oxidation, DHox �250 kJ/molH2

Gibbs free energy of oxidation, DGox �228 kJ/molH2

DOWNTHERM T heat transfer fluid properties @140 �C

Density, rf 790.6 kg/m3

Viscosity, mf 1.45 � 10�3 Pa$s

Specific heat capacity, Cpf 2320 J/kg/K

Thermal conductivity, Kf 0.11 W/m/K

Fuel cell properties

Density, rfc 7850 kg/m3

Specific heat capacity, Cpfc 475 J/kg/K

Thermal conductivity, Kfc 44.5 W/m/K

Fuel cell efficiency, n 0:5jDGox=DHoxj
Fuel utilization ration, a 0.80
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rejecting to the ambient the unused thermal power of the FC,

as commonly practiced in commercial FCs [18,16].

The supplied H2 is then oxidized in the FC producing

electrical and thermal power, as will be discussed in more

detail in section 6. Part of the thermal power is recovered by

the heat transfer fluid that flows within the heating jacket

surrounding the FC and is transferred to the MH tank, in order

to maintain the tank temperature within an operationally

favorable range, where the endothermic desorption kinetics

are sufficiently fast to produce the required mass fluxes of H2.

The proposed H2 storage-use system is thus fully coupled,

with the HT-PEMFC providing heat towards the MH tank (by

means of the heat transfer fluid), which in turn produces H2 to

maintain a steady-state HT-PEMFC operation. The thermal

power produced in the FC is proportional to the incoming H2

mass flux.

The numerical modeling of such a fully-coupled system

requires the solution of the heat transfer problem in all sys-

tem components (tank, FC, heating jacket) including heat

production and consumption in the FC and the MH tank,

respectively, and H2 desorption kinetics and flow within the

tank. We thus assume that the integrated MH Tank - FC sys-

tem comprises of three distinct components;

1. The MH tank, where we solve for H2 production based on

the kinetics of the desorption reaction and the applied

mass flux conditions at the tank walls, for H2 flow through
the porous MH bed, and for heat transfer and consumption

due to endothermic desorption reaction.

2. The HT-PEMFC, where we solve for conductive heat trans-

fer and production due to the exothermic oxidation reac-

tion and the heating of the reacting and inert components.

We also account for the heat carried by the exhaust gases

(reaction products, unused reactants and inert species)

that, depending on their temperature, affects the heat

balance in the FC.

3. The heating jacket containing a heat transfer fluid that flows

between the MH tank and the FC, and where we solve for

flow and heat transfer assuming continuity boundary

conditions at the FC and MH tank walls.

The governing equations for each component are dis-

cussed in detail in the following sections.
Sodium alanate desorption kinetics in the MH
tank

The MH bed consists of a Ti-doped NaAlH4 powder with

porosity, ε, and permeability, k, as shown in Table 1. It has

been shown that sodium alanate produces hydrogen

following a two-step endothermic reaction involving the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.186
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production of intermediate species, such as Na3AlH6 and NaH

[19,1];

NaAlH4/
1
3
Na3AlH6 þ 2

3
AlþH2 þ DHs1 (1)

Na3AlH6/3NaHþ Alþ 3
2
H2 þ DHs2 (2)

where the corresponding reaction enthalpies are both DHs1

and DHs2 > 0.

In principle, only 75% w/w of the overall H2 stored in so-

dium alanate can be recovered following the above two-step

reaction that exhibits satisfactory fast desorption kinetics in

the range of 100 �C < T < 160 �C when doped with Ti-based

compounds [19,12], thus yielding a 5.5% w/w usable H2 stor-

age capacity [20]. Further dehydration of the produced NaH

occurs at significantly higher temperatures, well above 400 �C,
thus rendering the remaining H2 unrecoverable for common

technological applications [1].

The reaction kinetics of each of the above steps in Ti-doped

systems have been studied experimentally and independently

at different pressure and temperature conditions, where

either Na3AlH6 is the most stable species, thus favoring only

the first step, or where NaH is the most stable species, thus

favoring only the second step [21,22].

The kinetics of the first step can be adequately described by

a zero-order reaction as follows [21,22];

das1

dt
¼ �k1ðp;TÞ0dcs1

dt
¼ �k1ðp;TÞcs1 ;sat ¼ m1 � 0 (3)

where as1 ¼ cs1=cs1 ;sat is the fraction of NaAlH4 molar concen-

tration per bed volume, cs1, over the initial fully saturated

concentration, cs1,sat.

The rate constant k1 is a function of temperature, through

the Arrhenius equation, and H2 pressure in the void (oth-

erwised referred to as ‘back-pressure’), that limits the

apparent desorption rate, as follows;

k1 ¼ A1e
E1
RTðDP1 þ 1:04DP1Þ (4)

where DP1 ¼ peq;1 � p=peq;1 and the equilibrium pressure, peq,1,

is obtained by the Van't Hoff equation;

ln
�
peq;1

.
p0

�
¼ �DHs1

�
RTþ DSs1

�
R (5)

where p0 is the atmospheric pressure. In the above equations

DHs1 and DSs1 is the standard enthalpy and entropy change of

the reaction, respectively, E1 is the activation energy, A1 is a

rate prefactor, T is the temperature and R is the ideal gas

constant. The values of the above properties are shown in

Table 1.

The kinetics of the second reaction step can be described

by a first-order reaction as follows [21,22];

das2

dt
¼ �k2ðp;TÞas20

dcs2
dt

¼ �k2ðp;TÞcs2 ¼ m2 � 0 (6)

where as2 ¼ cs2=cs2 ;sat is the fraction of Na3AlH6 molar concen-

tration per bed volume, cs2, normalized by the maximum

molar concentration of Na3AlH6 that could be obtained by the

first step of the reaction, namely as2 ¼ cs2=cs2 ;max ¼ 3cs2=cs1 ;max.

The rate constant k2 is also a function of temperature and H2

back-pressure as follows;
k2 ¼ A2eRT DP2
2 � 0:46DP2 (7)
E2� �
where DP2 ¼ peq;2 � p=peq;2 and the equilibrium pressure, peq,2,

is obtained by the Van't Hoff equation;

ln
�
peq;2

.
p0

�
¼ �DHs2

�
RTþ DSs2

�
R (8)

where DHs2 and DSs2 are the standard enthalpy and entropy

change of the reaction, respectively, E2 is the activation energy

and A2 is a rate prefactor (see Table 1).

In the general case when both steps occur simultaneously,

the mass balances for NaAlH4 and Na3AlH6 read, respectively;

vcs1
vt

¼ �k1cs1 ;sat ¼ m1 (9)

vcs2
vt

¼ �k2cs2 þ
1
3
k1cs1 ;sat ¼ m2 � 1

3
m1 (10)

The above reaction kinetics are solved in the MH tank

starting from an initially fully saturated medium, namely

when cs1 ¼ cs1,sat and cs2 ¼ 0.
Heat transfer and H2 flow in the MH tank

Considering a tubular sodium alanate tank, where H2 is

released from one or both ends of the tank towards the HT-

PEMFC, it is reasonable to assume that the process of heat

transfer and H2 flow is controlled by transport in the radial

(from the heated tank walls towards the center of the tank),

rather than the axial direction (along the top and bottom sides

of the tank). This is due to the combined effect of the higher

bed porosity closer to the tank walls (resulting from the

packing process when the tank is filled with sodium alanate

powder or packed pellets [13]), that allows for easier H2 flow

along the inner tank walls towards the top and bottom valves,

as well as the significantly higher temperature gradients in

the radial direction (as the tank walls are uniformly heated

from the flowing fluid), leading to faster desorption kinetics,

and thus concentration gradients in the same direction. This

approach significantly simplifies the numerical modeling of

the problem as it reduces to a 2D equivalent, where we as-

sume that the desorbed H2 flows through the porous bed to-

wards the tank walls. We impose there a fixed molar flux per

unit tank length, _nH2 , that is subsequently supplied to the FC in

order to maintain a constant electrical power production, Pe.

The mass balance for H2 in the gaseous phase (void space)

then reads;

ε

vrg

vt
þ V$

�
rg〈 u

!
g〉
�
¼ �

�
m1 þ 3

2
m2

�
Mg (11)

where 〈 u!g〉 is the Darcy velocity of the gaseous phase;

〈 u!g〉 ¼ � k
mg

VPg (12)

Pg, rg, Mg are the H2 pressure, density and molar weight,

respectively (see Table 1). mg is the viscosity of H2 with a

temperature dependence calculated by Sutherland's formula

mg ¼ m0
T0þC
TþC

� �
T=ð T0Þ3=2, C ¼ 72 K, T0 ¼ 293.85 K,

m0 ¼ 8.76�10�6Pa$s.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.186
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For heat transfer, we consider the MH bed as a homoge-

neous and isotropic effective continuum, where the thermal

properties are averaged over the entire solid and void space,

and convective heat transfer is neglected;

rbCpb
vT
vt

þ V$ð�KeVTÞ ¼ m1DHs1 þ
3
2
m2DHs2 (13)

where rb ¼ εrs1,sat ¼ cs1,satMs1 is the bed density, Cpb is the bed

specific heat capacity, Ke is the effective thermal conductivity

and Ms1 is the molar weight of sodium alanate.

In the present study, we assume that the thermal proper-

ties and the porosity of the bed remain constant throughout

the desorption process, regardless of the chemical composi-

tion of the bed (namely, the fraction of NaAlH4, Na3AlH6 and

NaH), given that all species have approximately similar

properties [23]. The effects of compositional changes on tank

properties during desorption have been addressed in previous

works [24,8].
Flow and heat transfer in the heating jacket

As discussed earlier, both the FC and the MH tank are covered

by a heating jacket, where a thermal fluid transfers heat be-

tween them, in order to partially cool the FC, and at the same

time provide heat to maintain H2 desorption in the MH tank.

Heat transfer through the metal tank walls is assumed to be

infinitely fast due to the significantly higher thermal con-

ductivity of thematerial compared to those of the MH bed and

the heating fluid (a difference that could be as high as two

orders of magnitude). We thus assume that the process is

controlled by heat transfer in the liquid and the MH bed,

neglecting any thermal resistance at the walls.

Within the heating jacket we solve the incompressible

NaviereStokes and continuity equations to calculate the flow

field of the heat transfer fluid;

rf

�
v u!f

vt
þ u!f $Vu!f

�
¼ �Vpþ mfV

2 u!f (14)

where u!f , p, mf, rf are the heating fluid velocity, pressure,

viscosity and density, respectively, and;

V$ u!f ¼ 0: (15)

The flow field is then coupled with a heat balance to

calculate the temperature profile in the heating jacket and the

heat fluxes across the tank and FC walls;

rf Cpf
vT
vt

þ V$
�
rf u
!

f CpfT� KfVT
�
¼ 0 (16)

where Cpf and Kf are the fluid specific heat capacity and ther-

mal conductivity, respectively (see Table 1).

We couple the solution for the temperature in the MH tank

by considering continuity of heat fluxes and temperature at

the MH tank walls;

n!$
�
KfVT

		
SMHþ � KeVTjSMH�

�
¼ 0 and TSMHþ ¼ TjSMH� (17)

where n! is the unit vector normal to the surface, SMH, of the

MH tank walls.
Thermal power production in the PEM fuel cell

FCs are electrochemical devices that efficiently convert the

Gibbs free energy, associated with H2 oxidation, to electrical

work. As shown in previous publications [25,16], joule heating

within the FC components (membrane, porous electrodes) is

the primary source of energy dissipation at peak electrical

power, yielding a typical electrical system efficiency equal to

n ¼ 0:5jDGox=DHoxj, where DGox and DHox are the Gibbs free

energy and enthalpy of H2 oxidation at the FC operating

temperature [8]. The remaining energy is dissipated to ther-

mal power that should be efficiently removed from the fuel

cell in order tomaintain a constant operating temperature, Tfc,

and avoid overheating that could damage the MEA.

The thermal power produced in the FC due to hydrogen

oxidation and joule heating in the MEA components can be

thus expressed in terms of the H2 utilization ratio, a (the ratio

of reacting over the total number of moles of H2 supplied to

the FC anode), andmolar flow rate per unit tank length, _nH2 , as;

_qox ¼ að1� nÞ _nH2 jDHoxj (18)

Part of this power is used for heating the reacting and inert

species, air and H2, to the FC operating temperature (see

Fig. 1). This thermal power can be calculated as a function of

the molar flow rates, _nO2
, _nN2

, for O2 and N2, respectively,

(where _nN2
¼ 4 _nO2

) and the corresponding temperatures of the

flow streams, the average MH tank temperature, TMH, for H2,

and the ambient temperature, Tenv for air species;

_qheat ¼ _nH2

ZTfc

TMH

cp;H2
dTþ _nO2

ZTfc

Tenv

cp;O2
dTþ _nN2

ZTfc

Tenv

cp;N2
dT (19)

where cp,i is the mole specific heat capacity under constant

pressure of component i.

The above can be further simplified in terms of the H2 flow

rate by considering the stoichiometry of the reaction and an

excess b of air flow rate, where b�1;

_qheat ¼ _nH2

0
B@

ZTfc

TMH

cp;H2
dTþ 0:5b

ZTfc

Tenv

cp;O2
dTþ 2b

ZTfc

Tenv

cp;N2
dT

1
CA (20)

Note that for b ¼ 1, the reactants are in stoichiometric

analogy, and thus the exhaust flow stream contains only the

inert species, i.e. N2, and the products, i.e. H2O.

Assuming that the exhaust gases exit from the FC at a

temperature, Texh � Tfc, then part of the thermal power carried

by the overheated exhaust gases remains in the FC;

_qexh ¼ _nH2

ZTenv

Tfc


ð1� aÞcp;H2
þ 0:5ðb� aÞcp;O2

þ 2bcp;N2
þ acp;H2O

�
dT

� 0

(21)

When Texh ¼ Tfc, the total thermal power carried by the

exhaust gases is rejected to the environment. This is the

typical case considered in this study.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.186
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The residual thermal power per unit tank length produced

in the FC, that can be recovered by the closed-circuit heat

transfer fluid, is then;

_qfc ¼ _qox � _qheat � _qexh (22)

In our approach, we assume that the above thermal power

is homogeneously generated over the entire FC volume, which

is made of a highly conductive material, i.e. steel. A more

elaborate study of heat transfer and production within the FC

would consider the actual geometry and heat transfer prop-

erties of individual MEA components, which is however

beyond the aim of the present work.

We thus solve for heat transfer in the FC as follows;

rfcCpfc
vT
vt

� KfcV
2T ¼ _qfc

.
Vfc (23)

where Vfc is the volume of the FC per length unit, assuming

continuity of heat fluxes and temperature at the FC walls;

n!$
�
KfVT

		
Sfcþ � KfcVT

		
Sfc�

�
¼ 0 and TjSfcþ ¼ TjSfc� (24)

where n! is the unit vector normal to the surface, Sfc, of the HT-

PEMFC walls.

We note here that heat production in the FC, _qfc ¼ _qfcð _nH2 Þ,
is directly coupled with the H2 molar flow rate from the MH

tank, which in turn depends on heat production in the FC and

heat transfer dynamics in the heating jacket.
Results and discussion

The above physical model is solved using a commercial finite

element solver, COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3. A series of nu-

merical simulations in the coupled MH-FC system are per-

formed in order to study the typical operating conditions

(temperature and MH tank pressure) at typical HT-PEMFC

ratings. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we

design a 2D systemwhere the MH tank and the HT-PEMFC are
Fig. 2 e Typical temperature, velocity and NaAlH4 fraction profi

Pe ¼ 800 W/m and b ¼ 12 after 2 h of operation. The computati

advantage of the plane of symmetry that passes from the cente
placed in series and interconnected with a straight heating

jacket as shown in Fig. 2. We apply a pressure difference,

DP ¼ Pin�Pout, and periodic thermal conditions, Tin ¼ Tout and

n!$ðKfVT
		
in
� KfVT

		
out

Þ ¼ 0, at the ends of the heat transfer fluid

channels to model a closed-circuit flow driven by a pump

located between the two ends (not shown in the figure).

As discussed also earlier, we assume in our approach that

the gradients of temperature and pressurewithin theMH tank

are negligible in the axial compared to the radial direction of

the tank, and it is thus sufficient to solve for a 2D cross-section

of the system as shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, we only solve

for the top half of the system, assuming a plane of symmetry

between the upper and lower parts, where we impose no-flux

boundary conditions.

We allow the system to reach a steady state for an initial

period of 10mins when the temperature is uniformly set to an

initial value of T0¼ 130 �C and the H2 pressure in the tank is set

to its corresponding equilibrium value (see Eqs.(5) and (8)).

During this time, the MH tank valve is closed, namely there is

no H2 flow towards the FC, and thus no electrical and thermal

power generated in the FC. We then gradually increase the

flow rate from the MH tank to the FC anode until a maximum

value of _nH2 ¼ Pe= najDHoxjð Þ, that produces Pe electrical power

per tube unit length. At the same time, air is injected to the FC

cathode at a flow rate equal to _na ¼ 2:5b _nH2 , and electrical and

thermal power production begins in the HT-PEMFC.

The system operates at the fixed imposed electrical power,

Pe, until the MH tank becomes either concentration or pres-

sure depleted, whichever condition is satisfied first. In the first

case, there is no more hydrogen left to desorb from the re-

actants (either NaAlH4 or Na3AlH6), and therefore the re-

actions terminate. Themaximumusable energy (both thermal

and electrical) contained in the tank per unit length is;

Emax ¼ 3
2

rs1εV

Ms1

jDHoxj (25)

Therefore, the maximum operation time until the tank

becomes concentration depleted is;
les of the 2D computational domain for a simulation at

onal domain is constructed in such a way in order to take

r of the tank and the FC.
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tmax ¼ Emax

_n jDH j ¼
3
2
an

rs1εVjDHoxj
M P

; (26)

H2 ox s1 e

which for a fixed electrical power of Pe ¼ 1000 W/m, equals to

tmax ¼ 3.38 h. This operation time however is never achieved

due to heat transfer limitations, that lead to the cooling of the

tank at temperatures, where the desorption kinetics are poor

and thus cannot satisfy the applied mass flow rate demand.

Eventually, the tank becomes pressure depleted, while sig-

nificant amounts of H2 still remain in the form of NaAlH4 and/

or Na3AlH6. From this point onwards, we assume that the tank

becomes pressure depleted, namely can no longer satisfy FC

operating specifications, when the average H2 pressure drops

below 105 Pa.

As also discussed earlier, only a part of the thermal power

produced during H2 oxidation in the FC is required for main-

taining H2 desorption in the MH tank. Based on the reaction

enthalpies and the stoichiometry of the two desorption steps

(see Eqs. (1)e(2)), the mass weighted average energy

consumed for desorption is approximately equal to 40.3 kJ/

mol H2. This is much lower than the total thermal energy

produced in the FC, which can be found approximately equal

to 110 kJ/mol H2 as shown in section 6. The remaining power

should be efficiently removed from the system by providing

an excess of atmospheric air, b, in the fuel cell cathode, that

serves as a cooling medium for the system. By solving Eqs.

(18)e(22) assuming typical operating conditions, we find that

an excess of air, approximately equal to bz 12, is sufficient to

maintain a steady state temperature at the FC, namely the

heat flow rate recovered by the heat transfer fluid is sufficient

tomaintainH2 desorption in tank. This air-cooling approach is

typically applied in commercial FCs [16].
Fig. 3 e Concentration and temperature profiles in the sodium

Pe ¼ 800 W/m. (top) e Fraction of NaAlH4 at 1, 1.5 and 2 h (from l

the same times. (bottom) e Temperature profiles at the same ti
Sodium alanate tank desorption dynamics

Fig. 3 shows a time series of concentration and temperature

profiles in the sodium alanate tank for a typical simulation at

Pe ¼ 800 W/m. The fraction of NaAlH4 (top) changes progres-

sively with time from a fully saturated value to zero, starting

from bed areas closer to the tank walls, where the medium

temperature is higher (see temperature series in the bottom)

and the desorption kinetics are thus faster. This eventually

results in the development of a reaction front that progres-

sively moves towards the center of the tank, leaving behind a

concentration depleted area. As temperature gradients in the

radial direction remain constant to compensate for heat

consumption in the endothermic H2 desorption reaction, the

heat fluxes provided by the circulation of the heating fluid

have to travel through this bed region to reach the receding

reaction front, thus resulting in progressively lower temper-

atures in the frontal region (where the reaction actually takes

place).

At early times, the fraction of the intermediate species,

Na3AlH6, which is consumed in the second reaction step, ap-

pears to be approximately constant within the frontal region

of the first reaction step, while it has a zero value on both sides

across it, towards the walls and the center of tank (Fig. 3-

(middle)). This implies that at early times the first reaction

step is controlling the desorption process, despite the higher

thermodynamic stability, DHs2 > DHs1, of Na3AlH6 compared to

NaAlH4. At later times, however, when the temperature in the

tank drops below a critical value, as shown in Fig. 3-(bottom),

there is a significant accumulation of Na3AlH6 in the frontal

region, indicating possible poor kinetics of the second step at

this stage.
alanane tank at different times of system operation at

eft to right) of desorption. (middle) e Fraction of Na3AlH6 at

mes.
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This effect is further demonstrated in Fig. 4 that shows the

fraction of the two species, NaAlH4 (left) and Na3AlH6 (right),

with time for three simulations at different values of Pe.

Initially, the slope of the NaAlH4 reaction is constant and a

function of Pe, namely higher values of Pe lead to larger slopes.

At the same time, the fraction of Na3AlH6 remains practically

constant with time, exhibiting a low value plateau. At later

times, however, there is an exponential increase of the

Na3AlH6 fraction due to poor reaction kinetics at lower tem-

peratures in the reaction front region. The disruption of the

second reaction step is followed by a further increase in the

slope of the first step, as the imposed H2 flux is now covered

only by the first reaction.

The effects of poor thermal conductivity in the MH tank

and the receding of the reaction front towards the center of

the tank are also demonstrated in Fig. 5, that shows the dy-

namics of H2 pressure in the tank for various values of Pe. The

curves exhibit a sharp drop in pressure at very early times

(when the tank valve is opened), followed by a relatively short

steady-state periodwhere the pressure is practically constant,

corresponding to the development of the frontal reaction re-

gion adjacent to the external tank walls. This period is then

followed by a sharp decrease in pressure corresponding to the

receding of the front region and increasing resistance to heat

transfer within the concentration depleted area. Eventually,

the tank becomes pressure depleted although a large fraction

of the available H2 still remains absorbed. This is further

shown in the inset of Fig. 5, where time has been rescaledwith

tmax, the time required to fully empty the tank at the current Pe.

This plot shows the important effect of Pe on the operation

time of the integrated system. For lower values of Pe, a

significantly higher fraction of H2 can be recovered before the

tank becomes pressure depleted.

Temperature dynamics of the integrated system

An overview of the average temperature in the three distinct

system components (FC, MH tank and heating jacket) is

shown in Fig. 6 for two different values of Pe. A sharp decrease
Fig. 4 e Average mass fraction of NaAlH4 (left) and Na3AlH6 (rig

power, Pe. At early to intermediate times of the process, and as

desorption curve exhibits a constant slope which is proportiona

sufficiently low, the kinetics of the second reaction step are un

increase (in absolute value) in the slope of the first reaction ste
of the tank temperature is observed very early after the

beginning of the desorption process, as the imposed H2 flow

rate drives the endothermic desorption reactions (given that

they are thermodynamically feasible at the current initial

temperature T0 ¼ 130 �C). During this early period the tem-

perature gradients are still not sufficiently large to sustain

heat fluxes, _qtank;S ¼ R
S

ð n!$KfVTÞdS, from the heating jacket to-

wards the tank, and thus the reactions progress by absorbing

heat from the MH bed (leading to lower temperatures). The

corresponding thermal power consumed by the two reaction

steps is _qreac;V ¼ R
V

ðm1DHs1 þ 3=2m2DHs2 ÞdV (see Eq. (13)).

As a temperature gradient develops with time between the

reaction front and the external tankwalls, heat fluxes from the

heating fluid become progressively larger, _qtank;S, and a practi-

cally constant, steady-state, average tank pressure is achieved,

that lasts 1.5 h in the case of Pe ¼ 500 W/m (Fig. 6-(left)). This

effect is also demonstrated in Fig. 7-(left), that shows the

calculatedheat flow rates across the tankwalls and the average

reactionpower. Starting froman initial zerovalue, theheatflow

rate quickly reaches a steady state value _qreac;Vz� 100W=m.

This is compensated by an equal amount of heat flow rate

across the tank walls, _qtank;S that develops in response to the

early stage temperature drop and the corresponding gradients

of the temperature between the heating fluid and the tank.

Fig. 7 also shows the overall thermal power, _qheat, required

for heating the reacting and inert species to the operating

temperature of the FC, as discussed in section 6. The thermal

power, that is recovered from the heating fluid across the FC

walls, _qFC;S ¼ R
S

ð n!$KfVTÞdS, is found to be appropriately equal

to _qtank;S at steady state operating conditions. Note that at

steady state and when _qexh ¼ 0 (which is the case in our sim-

ulations), the sum of the above is equal to
_qox ¼ _qheat þ _qFC;S ¼ að1� nÞ _nH2jDHoxj (see Eqs. (18) and (22)). For

Pe ¼ 500 W/m, we thus find _qoxz310 W=m, as expected.

The steady state temperature period in Fig. 6 exactly

matches the constant tank pressure period shown in Fig. 5,

characteristic of the development of the reaction front adja-

cent to the tank walls. Similarly to the pressure dynamics

plots, this period is followed by an almost linear decrease of
ht) in the MH tank for different values of the FC electrical

long as the tank temperature is high enough, the NaAlH4

l to Pe. At later times, when the tank temperature becomes

favorable, leading to accumulation of Na3AlH6 and an

p in order to fulfill the fixed H2 demand.
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Fig. 5 e Average H2 pressure in the MH tank during system

operation for different values of the imposed electrical

power on the FC. The inset shows the pressure vs the

dimensionless time rescaled with the theoretical operating

time of the system, tmax. For higher values of electrical

power the tank becomes pressure depleted when only a

fraction of the available energy has been recovered, e.g.

only 50% at Pe ¼ 1000 W/m compared to almost 80% at

Pe ¼ 500 W/m.
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the average tank temperature, corresponding to the receding

of the frontal region. It is interesting to note that the slope of

the temperature curve becomes smoother during the very last

stages of the process, when the second reaction step is

blocked due to poor kinetics at low temperatures. This change

of the slope should be attributed to H2 production only from

the first reaction step, which has a lower enthalpy of

desorption compared to the second step, thus leading to

smoother temperature time derivatives. Fig. 6 also shows that

the average FC and heating fluid temperatures reach a steady

state operation value, as long as the excess air fraction

injected to FC cathode is sufficient to recover the remaining

thermal power from the FC.
Fig. 6 e Overview of the average temperature in the system com

time at Pe ¼ 500W/m (left) and Pe ¼ 1000W/m FC rating. A steady

at the cathode equal to b ≈ 12.
For completeness, we conclude our discussion by

comparing our numerical results with the limited amount of

experimental data available in the literature on such fully

coupled systems. We focus on the findings of Urbanczyk et al.

[10] who developed a comparable hydrogen storage system,

comprising of a tubular sodium alanate tank doped with 4%

mol/mol of TiCl3 and a liquid cooled PBI-based HT-PEMFC

stack. The tank of this study was approximately 0.5 long with

an internal diameter of 0.2 m. A heat transfer oil, with com-

parable physical and thermal properties to the one of our

study, was flowing through a sophisticated helicoidal piping

system, running both within and around the body of the tank.

The tank contained at total of 2.67 kg of sodium alanate with a

volume equal to 5.1 � 10�3 m3. Thus given the density of the

pure material, the porosity of the bed can be estimated to be

equal to ε ¼ 0.57, very close to the value used in our study

(ε ¼ 0.5). Despite the more elaborate design of the heating

piping, the tank can be directly compared to the one presented

here given that they both contain approximately the same

amount of sodium alanate per unit length (2.43 kg (our study)

vs 2.67 kg (experimental study) for L ¼ 0.5 m).

In the experimental study of Urbanczyk et al. [10], both the

fuel cell and the sodium alanate tank are initially preheated

up to their respective operating temperatures (~130 �C for the

fuel cell and ~140 �C for the MH tank) using external heating

sources. The heating oil circuit is then turned on and the

system is tested over a specific load profile where the elec-

trical power of the fuel cell is varied in the range of 160e240W

by appropriately adjusting H2 flow from the MH tank, while

monitoring the tank and fuel cell operating conditions.

Neglecting the initial desorption period, when the tank tem-

perature is actually higher than that of the fuel cell, it is rather

interesting to compare the operational data after 2 h of system

operation to our results for a fuel cell rating of Pe ¼ 500 W/m,

thus for an actual 250 W of electrical power taking a length of

the tank equal to L ¼ 0.5 m. The predicted tank pressure and

temperature are approximately equal to 25 bar and 120 �C,
respectively (Figs.(5)e(6)), in very good agreement with the

values reported by Urbanczyk et al. [10] at the same fuel cell

power ratings (20e30 bar pressure and an average tempera-

ture between 125�130 �C, using as a reference the oil tem-

perature at the MH tank outlet). The experimental H2 flow rate
ponents (HT-PEMFC, MH tank and heat transfer fluid) vs

-state temperature at the FC is achieved for an excess of air

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2015.05.186
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Fig. 7 e Heat fluxes across system components vs time at Pe ¼ 500 W/m (left) and Pe ¼ 1000 W/m FC ratings. _qheat is the

thermal power recovered from the FC by heating the reacting and inert species. Also shown; the reaction power in the MH

tank which is equal to _qreac;V ¼ R
V
ðm1DHs1 þ 3=2m2DHs2 ÞdV (see Eq. (13)), the thermal power across the FC walls towards the

heating fluid, _qfc;S, and the thermal power across the MH tank walls from the heating fluid towards the tank, _qtank;S.
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is reported to be equal to 255 Nl/h, in good agreement with the

predicted 224 Nl/h of our model for a somehow lower fuel

utilization ratio (a ¼ 0.8 compared to a ¼ 0.84 of the experi-

ments), but for higher fuel cell efficiency (n ¼ 0.45 compared to

n ¼ 0.31 of the experiments). The experimental air flow rate is

approximately two times larger than the stoichiometrically

required value, namely bz 2, which is significantly lower than

the value reported in our study b z 12. This is however due to

the significant heat loses to the ambient of the experimental

infrastructure that compensate for the air-cooling of the fuel

cell in the fully thermally insulated system of our study. Such

effects however can be readily implemented in our physical

model.

As a concluding remark, it is very interesting to note that

only 60 g of H2 (2.24%w/w), out of themaximum89 g (3.35%w/

w) storage capacity (experimentally determined following 14

absorptionedesorption cycles), could be recovered from the

above thermally coupled system, despite the elaborate design

of the heating piping. This should be attributed to the pressure

depletion of the tank (also evident in the pressure plots) that is

a result of heat transfer limitations in the MH tank after pro-

longed system usage, as we have also observed in our simu-

lations. This further demonstrates the need for design

optimization in order to enhance heat transfer from the

heating fluid towards the bulk of the MH tank, which can be

readily realized with the physical model proposed in our

study.
Conclusions

We proposed a generic physical model that describes the dy-

namics of a fully-coupled, thermally integrated high-

temperature PEMFC and sodium alanate tank system. In our

configuration, the thermal power required for H2 desorption in

the MH tank is recovered from the HT-PEMFC using a heat

transfer fluid that flows in a closed-circuit between them. The

thermal power is redirected towards the tank to maintain the

endothermic H2 reaction from sodium alanate. The remaining
heat is then recovered from the FC by air-cooling the FC

cathode with an excess of air.

The model accounts for heat transfer in all system com-

ponents (tank, FC, heating jacket), including heat production

and consumption in the FC and theMH tank, respectively, and

H2 desorption kinetics and flow in the tank. We show that the

thermal power production in the FC can be conveniently

partitioned between the MH tank and the exhaust gases, by

fine tuning the excess of air injected at the FC, so that the heat

fluxes towards the closed-circuit heating fluid exactly match

the thermal power required for H2 desorption in the tank. The

model can thus be extended to any type of MH, provided that

its desorption kinetics and thermodynamics are favorable in

the operating temperature range of a HT-PEMFC.

Our simulations, using a simplified coupled system design,

show that the poor thermal conductivity of the MH powder is

the most important parameter of the problem, particularly at

high electrical power ratings of the FC, that lead to faster

pressure depletion of the tank due to kinetic limitations of the

H2 desorption reactions at lower tank temperatures, although

the tank still contains large fractions of absorbed H2. We

demonstrate that our results compare quite favorably with

the limited experimental data available on such coupled sys-

tems, showing that the proposed model can be applied in

more elaborate system designs for optimization purposes.
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